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The World Bank
Washington, D.C. 20433

U.S.A.

JULES W. MUIS
Vice President & Controller

August 28, 2000

Re: Retrospective on the COSO Process from 1995-2000; a Mouse's Eye View

Please find attached, as promised to the Chair of the Audit Comrittee, my personal
observations on the pluses and minuses of the COSO process over the last five years, the
essence of which was aired at the Audit Committee meeting of August 2, 2000 - in
discussing the 4t Annual COSO Report, dated July 27, 2000.

This is not to declare victory: I joined a very imperfect organization & Controller's
five years ago, to leave a very different imperfect organization & Controller's. Having said
that, I am extremely proud of having had the privilege of association with the Bank's
mission and change program over this period. A Bank which, despite its ongoing
imperfections, sticks out head and shoulder above all of its multilateral peer-organizations in
spit, spine and renewal thrust.

u es W. Muis
Vice President and Controller



FIVE YEARS OF COSO: A MOUSE'S EYE VIEW

"Any truth which is too big to be seen,
is probably smaller than you can see it"

Aspiring Dutch Poet
19th Century

It is highly likely that the sobering tone of above motto kept our aspiring Dutch poet from

ever turning into an inspiring one. But its sturdy base line echoes the First Article of

Belief any Controller learns at any school of accounting on the subject of professional

attitude; it's known as "healthy skepticism". What may be seen as healthy skepticism by

one may well be viewed as tunnel-vision by another; giving accountants and controllers

too often their too cut and dry bad name; yet one which has often kept many controllers -

and the organizations they serve - out of trouble. I would like to continue this,

admittedly ungenerous, tradition in this farewell note; and invite you to judge the result

with the same "healthy skepticism".

Last month Management sent you the FY2000 COSO Report. This being my last full

COSO year at the Bank, I take the liberty, and indeed have the pleasure of providing

some personal observations on the process; reviewing its impact on the Bank; sharing

where we are now as an Institution in terms of controls, and outlining what I see as the

issues we will face going forward. These parting shot reflections are more elaborate than

the usually already elaborate "Mouse mixed metaphor preachings". Look at it as the

long-winded howl of a turkey before Thanksgiving; rather than the sound of the Lone

Ranger on his high horse, disappearing into the sunset. For those who expect to find

novum, tabloid revelations let it be known you are wasting your time; everything that is

said has been said before. For those who expect closure, let it be known COSO will

always be on an "Unvollendete". For those looking for a good laugh, please consult our

auditors - it's part of their training. I hope this heads up will save us all our own good

time.

In keeping with the Mouse tradition, published without anyone's permnission
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COSO and chan2es at the Bank

Has COSO been the Bank's saving grace? Hardly. First, the Bank is not yet "saved",

and second, there is a hung jury on its "grace". And COSO cannot and should not claim

credit, or a monopoly, on all things different in a self-propelling, so intrinsically changing

Bank.

When Mr. Wolfensohn joined the Bank in 1995, he stressed themes of transparency,

openness, good business sense, good governance, anti-corruption, organizational culture,

and accountability. Fortunately these themes coincided with, and echoed, COSO's own

thrust. So the President's focus on very much the same "way we do business" topics had

both a very powerful impact on the organization and made the introduction and

acceptance of COSO much easier. Basically, the Presidential message and COSO's

philosophy were mutually reinforcing. COSO provided structure and control-insight to a

powerful cultural change program that was tonally set from the top; to be complemented,

once matured, by the CDF, as the most powerful, structural accountability/selectivity tool

to achieve our business objectives; and the Compact as a transitional business re-

engineering vehicle. Therefore, my main observation is that COSO is not a substitute for

good management - that would even for a Dutchman be too presumptuous a claim - but it

provides structure to it, as it reinforces accountability and transparency through top down

as well as bottom up self assessment processes, including an examination of

organizational behavior.

Base Line

When the late President Lew Preston interviewed me, at the end of 1994, and stated up

front (he made no bones about it!): "Jules, there are no controls at the Bank", my natural

reaction was "that can't be, this is the World Bank". And, thus I had my first

disagreement with my boss elect before I had even been hired. With the benefit of

hindsight. I still feel more right than wrong on that judgement at that very juncture,

because N - did have controls in the mid-nineties, albeit very process driven, with a

narrow focus, characterized by a silo mentality and an over-reliance on formal controls;

allowing too many non-discussables in crucial control areas. Decision making at the top
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at the time was clouded by a stereotypical "power behind the throne syndrome", not

Rasputian but also not far off a benign dictatorship. Many units, in particular Controllers,

were locked into their own almost windowless world. We had a controls govemance

construct that resembled twenty tails wagging one dog, or perhaps, as some would claim,

twenty dogs wagging one tail. It was clear to me from that very start that our base line -

the assumption that controls for financial reporting purposes may be fragile but are

minimally adequate - would be somewhat risky but, overall, warranted. Management

(efficiency and effectiveness) controls were the more vulnerable! I spent most of my

time, spring 1995, shadowboxing in the directional 'no man's land' between Emie

Stem's departure, the sad event of Lew Preston's early death, and the high expectations

of a new President elect waiting in the wings, struggling to figure out the mysterious

ways in which the Bank worked; and with a MD contingency making it go full perfect

circle: waiting to find out the mysterious ways in which the new President worked.

Although controls over financial reporting were hanging by the skin of their teeth, the

people working with them were first class; and this was key. It also became quickly clear

that the concept of a "thinking controls community" with an empowered Controllership

had yet to mature, to put it mildly. The HQ Building construction/budget overrun scandal

that broke in 1994, was just one of the symptoms of that deeper problem; but it was one

of the events that brought the weaknesses in our controls out in the open.

I would characterize the Bank at that time as drowning in low hanging, yet forbidden,

fruit: cost/benefit effective control opportunities in abundance, easily within reach, but

dangerous to pick. Addressing fundamental control issues would only work if the

political will was there, which in many cases was questionable at best. This sometimes

meant the new Controller had to shoot first, which happened sparingly, and only if there

was no choice of course (he keeps claiming in his defense). Some whispered that the

new boy on the block was suffering from the occasional trigger happiness. I remember a

private visit by two HR senior managers three months after I joined, telling me with the

best of intent how much they enjoyed my fresh ideas, but airing them before confirmation

of one's job was dangerous to one's working life's expectancy at the Bank. It was the

shortest meeting I ever had. Never in my professional life had I seen (from a sterile
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controls perspective) so much smoke and mirrors, created by so few, to confuse so many

- to plagiarize a famous cigar smoking Englishman. So, it did not take long to conclude

that the Bank, with the Controller going first, needed a common control framework rather

than its fragile, fragmented, self-perpetuating, convoluted, syrupy, accounting ritual in a

landscape full of mostly perfectly working autonomous subsystems. That was not my

wisdom: some in existing management and staff in and outside of Controllers had

recognized this, and were hungry for a change. I quickly figured out that if I wanted to

survive the Bank's sedate booby-trapped control environment successfully in the

relatively narrow time frame of 5 years, I had to be sure that any new control concept

better not be personalized and called the "Mouse Framework" as it would soon have

become a Mousetrap. Fortunately the controls world at large had miraculously developed

a new off-the-shelf controls framework, i.e. COSO. COSO had risen from the ashes of

the American Savings & Loans debacle and other financial calamities of the 1980s. By

fluke rather than design, it seemed a pe -zt fit, designed for the Bank's specific needs.

Thus, COSO was formally put by Controilers' on the Bank's table for acceptance and

with a Bank-unorthodox frightening and lightening pace, the Audit Committee, in spring

1995, accepted COSO as the Bank's new control framework. It is fair to say that at that

time - neither Management nor the Audit Committee - understood the full thrust of

COSO. Some may have thought it was all about my dog, and some may still think so, a

persistent misunderstanding for which I will also take some blame.

Beyond the baseline

COSO was, from a controls as well as personal perspective, our saving grace at least in

terms of staying ahead of the external "embarrassment curve", and in providing an

exciting five years' license to professional life. First, and with a touch of exaggeration, it

empowered the many excellent professionals within the controls community to "think"

and work across units. Second, it allowed the clipped wings of many professional eagles

in Controllers to regenerate and fly again. The control awareness effect of the COSO

process, in particular its emphasis on organizational culture and behavior, together with

its institutional roll-out, did most of the rest. Staff and Management in all walks of

professional life started to understand that good controls equate common sense, and that
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it is not bad if everybody had a bit of both. And it was not long before the first dent was

made in a widely voiced fairy tale, "we never have had any fraud or corruption in the

Bank". A more accurate statement would be, that we simply never found any, or perhaps

we had never looked for it or did not want to see it. This illusion was first shattered mid-

1995 with the discovery by ACT of a classical case of internal fraud, going back eight

years, involving a regional budget officer. This undoing of the Emperor's Clothes meant

a long overdue victory of the law of probabilities over institutional-cultural denial. Five

years later we have a multitude of cases behind us; and more than a hundred under

investigation, thus, before us.

Looking back at the COSO process itself

Looking back again, I feel, and this will come as no surprise, that the COSO process has

served us well as a recurring "gloves off' reminder of extant risks - hard and soft - and as

a "control awareness enhancer". COSO has offered both management and staff, jointly

and severally, an opportunity to air their views on many of the crucial intangibles at the

base of corporate and control risks. It encouraged and helped open discussion on many

of the "non-discussable", e.g. our own fragile governance construct, corruption, culture,

trust, control overrides, organizational and systems fragmentation, our feeble risk and

resource-management structures and occasional decision gridlock. In addition, COSO

workshops helped highlight such positives as: having fun in one's own work, sharp focus

on one's own business unit objectives, pride in one's unit, and the fact that overall, staff

feel it a privilege to work for the Bank. It made us introduce, roll out, and slow-motion-

appreciate an extremely cost-effective accountability and transparency instrument - the

internal Letter of Representation - which has performed absolute miracles in self-

educating Bank Management about their control responsibilities just by asking for their

signatures. COSO also helped identify and break down many artificial internal control

walls and barriers and gave Controllers much needed unfettered access to most of the

relevant control sensitive areas of the Bank. These ranged from "up stream" Treasury

and financial risk management, to the totally unacceptable state of the art of "down

stream" disbursement/borrower accountability functions; including corruption in our

lending activities as classical non-discussables. These were ancient control time bombs
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right in the middle of the Bank's development vegetable garden, but now at least

identified; some (still) in urgent need of a major fix. COSO also gave professional

respect to and, more importantly, self-respect back to topnotch accounting professionals

faced with the uphill prospect of selling themselves with a perceived necessary evil

product called "controls". It made us realize the 'organic' nature of any control system:

If the left finger hurts, the whole body suffers; if the mind does not lead, the body will not

follow; if the right side of the brain does not talk to the left side, or vice versa, one will

have difficulties balancing the books; and in doing all, one should have one's heart in it,

or be condemned to ultimately lose one's mind.

and what else did it do?

The revitalized control awareness probably helped protect the Bank against major new

embarrassments for financial reporting purposes; it helped put a sharper focus on

efficiency and effectiveness issues, in particular on what we do not know. The COSO

process also slowly built appreciation for what sound controls - embedded as well as

designated - can do. Bankwide, Controller staffs' views are now being sought,

proactively, on many different issues, giving its staff the feeling of "respected inclusion",

as opposed to being perceived as "the guys with the bazookas" (I promise to take that

metaphor with me when I leave the Bank). COSO made many of us question the

rationale, efficiency and effectiveness of our own (too mysterious) overarching

governance structure; of our too thick human resource policies and too thin resource

management skills; and made us see the potential for a potent love fest between the

fiduciary and (budgetary and lending) efficiency and effectiveness (the accountant's

ultimate fantasy). In the process, it helped the Bank to be one small step ahead of the

GAO's of this world, by being able to throw "just-in-time-baby-LACI" in, hence

protecting itself against too much embarrassment. It helped each of us realize the

importance of enterprise wide risk management; and the challenge of dealing with the

inevitable paradoxes that go with it, rather than denying them. It helped Senior

Management and each staff member realize that each one of us - whether we like it or

not - is just a bit of a "controller"; and that a controller does not necessarily equate to a

bean counter standing with his back towards the future. COSO gave us a conduit to
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sound a warning about the risks of our old fragmented information systems, and its

Byzantine governance; and - somewhat in vain - to alert all to the risks of a fast track

Big Bang conversion to new integrated systems; it helped to make the Bank a proactive

thought leader on the financial accounting front in the context of our own financial

statements; as well as for the organization and quality assurance dynamics of the

accountancy profession as a whole. COSO became a necessary and constructive "pain in

the neck" on issues such as pensions, its funding, its actuarial basis, its accounting, and

more broadly its benefit systems. It helped us not to waiver when we ran into the

skeletons of the past - some being truly intimidating - but pushed us to recognize and fix

them and move on; it actually made us all realize that even accountants, and accounting

and controls can be fun. Very early on it became evident that Controllers could not and

should not pull all this off by itself, that the process had to be inclusive, required cross-

unit consultation and cooperation, thus the "Mouse Achilles Heel" showed on occasions.

In the end, the unprecedented frank COSO reports by themselves set their own future

performance indicators through their predictive ability, their diagnostics, and by

introducing the managerial accountability that goes with control risk awareness; and

stimulated recognition that although risk management is crucial, zero risk targets are not

of this developing world; or any world for that matter.

haDpv. hapDy?

This is not to say we are all equally enthusiastic about the speed, adequacy, or thrust of

remedial action that follow COSO reports. Nor is it to say that we are all happy with the

"institutional wisdom" of having cut control budgets in an historically control-fragile

Bank that is in a constant state of flux and/or in the occasional organizational stupor.

But despite these barriers, COSO did at least the first 40% of the job - identify issues -

create awareness - propose directional solutions as an essential precondition for the other

60%, called implementation. Implementation, in turn, takes sound management and

authoritative management decisions, addressing all paradoxes which, COSO tells us, is

not our strongest suit. As long as COSO' s proven predictive ability ranks higher than its

remedial teeth, we as an institution, have not yet found the right COSO balance.
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The enablers

It is important to point out that none of these first steps would ever have happened had

there not been an enabling and authorizing environment with encouragement from - most

importantly and unqualified - both the Board, its Audit Committee, and the Bank's

President and, initially reluctantly, Senior Managers. Not the least because MDs and unit

VPs, many skeptical because of change fatigue, transparency aversion, resource stress,

controls myopia, and with little appetite for a full day's CSA investment, had a slow

change of heart, ultimately did it, and saw themselves rewarded for their courage with

unique insights and consistently high appreciation ratings by their own management and

staff for the COSO exercise itself. This milieu encouraged out of the traditional controls

box thinking, and brought an awareness for the power of transparency as a change agent.

Much of the progress seen in the Bank over the last five years might well have happened

without COSO, but it is equally probable that, absent COSO, the "politeness conspiracy"-

that dangerous and paralyzing organizational-behavioral mortgage of not telling each

other the whole truth, one finds in particular in multilaterals - might have kept us forever

in cuckoo land. To which I would add we are, and will always be standing on one leg

only as long as the three key necessary fixes that come out of COSO, i.e. a mature

govemance, risk, and resource management construct, are not fully in place.

Are we now 'immunized'?

Although I would not expect the Bank to uncover more material LMS's calamities, debt

funded liquidity challenges, total dropping of the ball on borrower accountability,

pension disconnects or other major league type skeletons in the Bank's closet, we cannot

declare victory; and probably will never be able to do so. The Bank should be prepared

to face, for quite some time to come - against the background, of much strengthened

controls and controls awareness, ongoing and increasing discoveries of fraud and misuse

of funds; in particular in lending and trust funds, till it tapers off after, maybe another

three years. The jury still being out in particular on the fiduciary limits of the necessary

and possible in structural adjustment/programmatic lending; where we are still "naked",

to put it in insurance industry terms, and will remain so for quite some time to come,
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unless addressing it becomes driven by a more astute sense of urgency. The only way the

Bank can diffuse the tension between the expected and the possible in (structural

adjustment/programmatic) lending is to do away with the Wall Street micro concept of

''reasonable assurance" and move to a more realistic macro concept of "calculated risk"

based primarily on countries' own (Bank vetted) representations, or even better: a full

fledged Country Disclosure Statement (CDS). What COSO did for the Bank, the CDS

can do for our clients (if the will is there!) with legal jeopardy for the less than frank. It

is for the Bank to facilitate the process, recognizing openly what we know is true, i.e.,

that we have more than one (development) reason for lending, but also important

corollary, less-discussible reasons such as humanitarian, geo-political etc. It is the only

responsible way to explain the loan acceptance risks we take. I predict management will

for economic, reputational, and development reasons, (re)visit by exhaustion the CDS

concept, as an inescapable alternative to Bank driven assessment - and/or assurance -

tools; as it finds itself forced to (expectation) manage unmanageable and assurance-poor

'Bank do it yourself' (outside-in assurance/assessment) procedures. It will have to let go

- against its own worst instincts - its "outside-in" attitude and put the client in the driver's

seat - "inside-out" - as quite rightly both the CDF and CDS wants us to; with

individualized legal jeopardy for too cavalier client representations. At which point I

hope I will be re-invited to the Bank just to say "Hallelujah". I promise to leave again

immediately thereafter. It only takes one external legal challenge on one loan - on our

compliance with Article III, the Bank's due care obligation in assuring that money is

being spent for purposes intended - with the Courts or the Inspection Panel, and the Bank

may wholesale lose self-control over the issue. Therefore speedy consensus on minimum

macro fiduciary conditions for structural adjustment and programmic lending, is

essential. Both Management and Board carry a heavy responsibility on the issue which

cannot be delegated upward or downward, or passed on like a hot potato, or cosmetically

solved by simultaneously blowing hot and cold from both sides of the mouth, an act not

unbeknownst to political or politicized organizations. And the nice thing is: it will be

win-win-win for the poor, the serious governments, as well as the Bank.
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The birthpanas of a true "Senior Management"

The Bank, in transforming itself, will also continue to see ongoing added reputational

exposure as we increase transparency and put ourselves in a glass house, both internally

and externally. Efficiency and effectiveness issues will continue to haunt our operations

as long as we do not have our resource/risk management act together, something which

can only be seriously addressed if we start off with a hard-nosed zero based budget

exercise; as long as no one in the Bank's functional decision tree is willing - or in sight -

to sign off on the "three E's" (Economy, Efficiency and Effectiveness) that is. At the risk

of sounding pedantic: CTR has said it all avant la lettre in its spring 1995 paper

"Reinvigorating the Planning and Budgeting Process", the most underdiscussed* but still

very much to the point diagnosis of our strategic and budgetary control pains.

Also, systems renewal "noise" will equally and inevitably continue to be pervasive for

the year to come, as it will take time for our Caesarian-born SAP ("if you are not out of

there by June 30 we will come and get you!") to heal and become more user friendly, a

control enhancer rather than a control risk, and "trusting". We will also suffer as long as

our operational "let all flowers bloom" frenzy has not cooled down and brought under

(self)control - and we all know this will not be without the pain that goes with pruning;

but it has to be done. We now recognize we are also in need of a mature enterprise wide

risk management framework with strong diagnostics. And then of course, a "normalized"

governance construct including a Management Team (Executive Committee) with

collective responsibility, protecting all, including the President and the Board. Corporate

Day is a very useful directional/motivational sandbox - I thoroughly enjoyed most - for

our ballooning platoon of Senior Managers; but it is not a substitute for orderly decision

making at the top. Only when these elements are in place, and have collapsed into a

happy and, inevitably into sometimes a not so happy, threesome, can we truly say: we

have a "Senior Management" and not just a plethora of whirlpools of Senior Managers.

Maybe the reason I could not get the paper properly discussed was that it also was "headed" by another most
threatening Dutch origin motto: "Please do throw away the bathwater from time to time; there is not always a child
in it".
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The difficult Part is vet to come

The good news is that the Bank is aware of, and has acknowledged, most of these points,

some for some time now. But that is the easier part. The bigger challenge is to find,

beyond the intuitive, its exact risk appetite; and to learn to implement corrective action,

and live by it. In the meantime, even if we could declare a moratorium on all new things

possible within the Bank, the rest of the world will not stand still, hence change will

remain the order of the day; but better managed change I hope. So, no doubt seeing that

the FY2000 COSO report only signs off on the adequacy of controls over financial

reporting (not the controls over efficiency and effectiveness of lending and operations,

hence management controls) will leave us with an uneasy feeling. We may also feel a

little queasy when one sees the big "still to do" list in the FY2000 COSO report; but these

qualifications are all there for good COSO reasons. Almost for the same reasons why I

refused to sign off on management controls when pressured by the Audit Committee in

1995. To get to a credible assertion on controls beyond financial reporting will take the

three prime thematic fixes referred to above. Orderly process, an implementation

mindset, the will to change, and trust in management by management would also help. A

COSO CSA of "Senior Management" itself, as is, would move the process forward (if the

Audit Committee can do it, and all VP Units of the Bank can do it, why can't "Senior

Management"?). It will help separate fact from fiction.

Crystal Ballin2 COSO

Looking forward I can see, surprise surprise, both an optimistic, and a pessimistic

scenario. The pessimistic scenario would include a Bank that can be proud of the

changes achieved, but still continuously trying to catch-up with itself, leaving extant

control risks that go with its frenzy fundamentally unaddressed; and floundering on its

three main challenges - governance - risk - and resource-management; suffering too

much paralysis as it conducts ever deeper analysis, creating the illusion of moving

forward because "we are doing something". The symptoms are all to be found in the

COSO reports of the last couple of years - these reports now start repeating the same

core issues, i.e. enterprise wide risk management; good governance constructs; a sound

planning and resource management; and the need for well orchestrated and integrated
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information systems. The risk of walking around in circles will be the main threat to

COSO. Also, tardiness will always haunt an organization which is basically financially

self-propelling: an institutional pertuum mobile - the internal perception being that

there is no attractive external institutional alternative - hence fuelling the comfortable

feeling of generous wiggle room in explaining its raison d etre and all that adfinitum.

This will continue to be the case until the same world that owns, as well as depends on

the Bank, runs out of patience and sees that it is easier to build a new Bank next to an

old one, than it is to build a new one on top of an old one; and does just that. That's

why the New E-Economy developed better from its own soil, than on top of the Old

Economy.

In an optimistic scenario one can see Management and its staff seizing the opportunity to

consolidate the formidable achievements of the past few years, stabilize the Bank, with

management organizing itself around best practice governance - (including an Executive

Committee), risk - and resource-management. The essentia :or these developments are

not rocket science and long known to man and mankind. Together with managing the

strategic risks - doing the right things in addition to doing them right - we will have the

ingredients needed to "round" the present change frenzy - to which CTR has contributed

its own fair share! - in an orderly fashion; something that can be done without turning

everybody into an accountant. It will enable us to deal with our new-found external

poverty fighting mission with the least amount of internal hissing.

Strategic Risks; doing the ri2ht things (in addition to doing them ri2ht)

Even in the most optimistic of scenarios will we see a lot of ongoing controversy

surrounding the Bank's operations, stemming from the very nature of its work and the

inevitable tradeoffs it has to make, never being able to satisfy all. So let's give this

inescapable permanent fixture in the Bank's existence a name: The Bank's "Inherent

Controversy". One which can only partially be managed, and only if one understands

what's behind it. Overextending the organization, by trying to be all and everything to

everybody, does not help minimize it.
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COSO does not focus strongly on strategic risks, other than inventorying internal

(in)consistencies in viewpoints between the Institutional, individual, and unit-specific

objectives and values; and flagging disconnects in areas in need of managerial attention.

As a self-confessed Development Philistine, I have taken an a-typical low profile on the

Bank's strategic musings. And welcomed its new guiding priciple, the launch of the

Comprehensive Development Framework (CDF) with puzzling admiration: why did

more than two generations of the world's smartest economists have to leave it to an ex-

Australian ex-lawyer to build this "Gefundenes Fressen" conceptual model in two

weeks? Today the CDF is the Bank's best lifeline and license to life into the future, if

there is proper follow-through! Or the sudden discovery of "poverty fighting" as our

central mission; "Eureka", I said at Corporate Day; "but how do I explain it my parents

and grandparents?" No, I am totally under-whelmed by our strategic savvy, but then I

have hardly contributed to a better one. All I can say is that I leave the Bank equally

confused about its strategy, but at a much higher level. I value its change agent role on

thematic issues (governance, environment, social safety nets, etc.) higher than in its

lending operations. And see its lending operations as more important because of its

social reengineering aspects - the unseen, added value of the Bank - than its economic

impact. If we are serious about the "poverty lens" we may have a new license to

institutional life. But it will require a paradigm shift in our attitude of who the real client

is. Programmatic lending for social safety nets are commendable, but beware for new

white and wild elephants roaming around in new bottomless pits. (I would like to repeat

we miss great opportunities by too easily dismissing perceived hostile attempts at giving

the Bank a new direction, such as the Meltzer Report, and not spending any significant

joint senior managers' time on the Report's merits and misses.)

My own modest strategic contribution - which no one seems to like - has been very much

focused on the low end of strategic planning by arguing for much more differential

pricing of our lending products, (business) risk based first, and (development)

concessional premiumed thereafter, both for Bank and IDA lending. To get much more

clarity on who actually walks away and with how much of the concessional premium

embedded in our pricing, prior to Board approval of our loans: the Central or Regional
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Government? Middlemen? The implementation agencies? The Poor? The Sopranos?

In particular for on-lending constructs. Who are we really helping if we allow central

governments - without questioning their budget wish list - to cream off IDA's 80%

concessional premium at entry point, and to pass on to the poor the nominal value of the

loans at local market interest rates? I know it is the circular mental product of sublimated

incestuous economic theory; but that's small consolation to the poor; who don't have a

voice whether or not it mortgages or helps their children. It's time for somebody smarter

to put a bazooka through that, for all practical purposes, poverty fighting fallacy.

I also have argued, even in high risk control situations, to keep the faucet open even when

we do not really know whether the money is being used for purposes intended - with

open eyes and ears and with strict conditionalities for improvements on the governance

front. And then have the courage and sense, beyond a certain point, to move from

lending instruments to grants; yes, preferably over the heads of governments; directly to

the poor. Calculated risk management in lending is better than illusionary "no risk"

lending based on - "don't ask/don't tell" - decision-making and an oblique "client"

definition. Just as a sharp picture of a foggy situation is to be preferred above a foggy

picture of a sharp situation. It is a perfect fit with the CDF as well as the CDS if we have

the courage to face reality in each case.

I trust, in this rocky landscape, that COSO will continue to play its 'salt of the earth'

transparency role.

A thank you note

I thank the Audit Committee - and I know I speak on behalf of CTR staff and

management - for its trusting foresight in taking the gutsy step early 1995 "from the dark

into dark" when it endorsed COSO as one of the Bank's fixes for its fragile controls; and

for its consistent most gentlemanly and ladylike response to the sometimes

ungentlemanly observations of yours truly. I thank the President and Senior Managers

for letting COSO happen; Senior Financial Management for making sure that Senior
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Management let it happen; Jessica Einhom for giving it the benefit of her initial doubt;

and Gary Perlin ("but whose report is it?") for his constructive - critical support and most

helpful hands-on counseling in drafting the Report. IAD for its generous help in giving

COSO its first push; DTTI for giving it its ongoing pull; Paul Makosz for keeping us

honest; ACTCO (Blanshard Marke; Yanni Liakakis; Philip Mitchell) - despite them

having to put up with me - for keeping it so alive and well; and most of all, the thousand

and a half CSA participants themselves, for their sharing, frankness, suggestions and

infectious enthusiasm. All of which helped the institution - and has at least allowed this

Controller, and lots of staff - the maximum of professional satisfaction, fun and

challenge, for a minimum amount of money - zilch - operating as COSO does with the

dubious distinction as another "unfunded" mandate. Even if the doubtful case could be

made that COSO has not helped the Bank, the Bank has introduced its COSO to many

other organizations, e.g. the European Union, the EIB, German governmental agencies,

who are all making a start with COSO along Bank lines; and thus helped the development

of the developed world in the process.

In Closing

COSO's first and last defense is that it forces all our hands, by transparency, to be

serious. The biggest threat to COSO is if we start seeing it as a substitute for sound

management; or as a Controller's pet venture: or as a "did we not say so?" future excuse

for control failures; or as an exercise of walking around in circles, to keep the illusion

alive that "something is being done"; thus keeping by bureaucratic smoke and mirrors the

Bank's internal critics at bay.

I realize this solo Control Self Assessment can well be seen as too benign, too self-

serving a self-assessment. And it probably is. But I do not know of a better controls

concept, unfunded, in a 25% ACT budget reduction environment, in a high state of

organizational flux, with many historic skeletons in its closet, that could have served the

Bank better in staying just ahead of the embarrassment curve; and complementing so well

all other good Bank initiatives.
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COSO will, with Fayezul Choudhury's much needed, refreshingly different, bark and

bite, be in professional, trusted, and steady hands.

Thank you for giving me all the rope that comes with COSO, and five years of

professional excitement in the process.

I wish you and the Bank all the best and all the wisdom and strength it takes in dealing

with the ever ongoing supply of hot potatoes,

bon courage,

Jules W. Muis
Vice President and Controller


